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Everybody can do their part to make sure people with disability and their 
support needs are at the centre of emergency planning.  

Case Study 

Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

Community Connection in Townsville 

Connecting your people to the person-centred planning process 

When Tropical Cyclone Kimi was building up The team at Community Connection were an 

off the coast of Townsville in January 2021, exception. The organisation’s frontline support 

the team at lifestyle support and assistance 

provider Community Connection were alert but 

workers, called Lifestyle Assistants, continue to 

hold conversations with new clients to develop 

not alarmed. tailored emergency response plans and with 

Prior to Kimi, Community Connection had used existing clients to review their plans and make 

the Person-Centred Emergency Preparedness adjustments as needed. 

(PCEP) toolkit to co-design plans with each Cyclone Niran followed in early March 2021 

client and their families to ensure everyone providing another opportunity to test the 

knew the actions to take to stay safe. Cyclone 

Kimi provided the frst real test. 

strength of Community Connection’s approach. 

Luckily, there was no direct hit from Niran, but 

Because the organisation already had plans in as a Far North Queensland city, Townsville 

place, it only took the team about an hour to experiences severe weather events most years 

complete a round of phone calls to each client and saw severe fooding in 2019.  

to check that their plans were current, and that 

they had everything they needed to stay safe. Community Connection’s emergency 

The DIDRR project found most disability preparedness planning journey 

providers in Queensland have emergency plans Community Connection started working to 

in place that cover safety for their staff but few develop its disaster preparedness knowledge 

had carried out consultations with clients to in 2018. New staff joined that year bringing 

develop their plans. with them previous disaster management 

experience from roles in local government and 

state government. 

Community Connection in Townsville 

Community Connection’s frontline support workers worked with clients and their 

families to develop an emergency response plan covering three phases: 

•  What clients and staff should do prior to an emergency? 

•  What supports and actions are needed to stay safe during an emergency? 

•  What actions and supports are needed after a disaster? 

Case Study 

Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

Care Goondiwindi 

Collaborating with local authorities to better inform Person-Centred 
Emergency Preparedness plans 

The Queensland border town of Goondiwindi sits In the past, Care Goondiwindi created disaster 

on the banks of the Macintyre River and in the response plans in isolation but now works in 

foodplains at the headwaters of the Murray collaboration with local authorities, which has 

Darling Basin. proved a win-win for all. 

The tree-lined streets are home to approximately 

6,300 people but the town provides services to a Understanding the complexity of emergency 
regional population of more than 15,000. planning 

Care Goondiwindi is a good example of a Care Goondiwindi CEO Tracy Macdonald says a 

collaborative style of service provision. It offers number of events helped bring the complexity of 

services designed to improve the quality of life of emergency planning as a disability provider into 

local people but also those in the broader Western sharp focus. 

Queensland region including people with disability, 

their families and carers. 
Refecting on the lessons of the lethal foods that 

swept through Toowoomba and Ipswich in 2011 

An Approved Registered NDIS provider since was one of these. That event knocked out mobile 

2016, Care Goondiwindi offers individualised NDIS phone towers and left many service providers short 

packages, respite care, holiday programs plus handed as staff had to leave work to protect their 

social programs for young people with disability. own homes and families. There were also tragic 

Goondiwindi experiences a food event about every 
cases of vulnerable people becoming isolated in 

couple of years. The last occurred in April 2021, 
their homes. 

when Goondiwindi’s levees, frst built in 1956, were Another occurred a few years later when 

able to stop foodwaters inundating the town. Goondiwindi Regional Council sent out an 

emergency mobile phone text message during a 

weather event to “evacuate, evacuate, evacuate”. 

 

Care Goondiwindi 

Care Goondiwindi developed comprehensive person-centred emergency preparedness 

plans with the people they support and then used what they learned to make sure 

that the support needs of people with disability were represented in the Local Disaster 

Management Plan. 
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Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

MADEC in Mackay 

Tailoring the P-CEP process to each client to minimise the stress of 
disaster planning 

Mackay lies on the East Coast of Queensland Like the rest of Mackay, MADEC is all too 

about 970 kilometres north of Brisbane. To familiar with seasonal weather events. 

the east lies the Coral Sea and Great Barrier Traditionally, it has developed safety plans for 

Reef, and to the west fertile agricultural land clients that promote self-suffciency as much as 

and the start of the Pioneer River that runs possible knowing emergency services may not 

through the city. always be able to assist every person during a 

Mackay is home to about 130,000 people and natural disaster.   

has been identifed amongst the locations in However, the organisation had not accessed 

Queensland made more vulnerable to extreme the Person-Centred Emergency Preparedness 

weather events due to changes in climate. (P-CEP) toolkit until Karen Bonham attended 

Supporting people to become more adept at a Business Continuity Planning workshop in 

emergency preparedness is a priority for not- November 2020 and was involved in disaster 

for-proft organisation MADEC, which provides planning discussions with other providers. 

a range of community services to people of all Karen joined MADEC in May 2020 as a 

ages including disability and youth services. Disability Manager and was later appointed to 

First established in 1973 as the Mackay and 
her current role of Community Development 

District Education Centre, MADEC offers 
Coordinator. 

people with disability Supported Independent Prior to joining MADEC, Karen managed the 

Living Services, Accommodation Services, tenancies of people accessing the National 

Support Coordination and NDIS Plan Rental Affordability Scheme. She and the 

Management. team worked directly with tenants to develop 

their extensive person-centred disaster 

management plans. 

 

 

MADEC in Mackay 

MADEC engages in person-centred emergency preparedness planning with clients 

who have severe and profound disabilities to make sure that the planning process 

is meaningful to each individual and tailored to their intellectual, emotional and 

psychological needs and capabilities. 

P-CEP Peer Leadership Program 
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Nothing about us without us 

With over 2000 members and supporters, the All QDN peer leaders are people with disability. 

Queenslanders with Disability Network (QDN) is an Many identify as community leaders and disability 

organisation of, for, and with people with disability. advocates, each with different support needs and 

QDN’s motto is “nothing about us without us.” life circumstances. They have experience leading 

peer support groups. Twenty-fve local peer support In 2019, QDN joined with a research team led 
groups across Queensland meet monthly. People by Associate Professor Michelle Villeneuve at 
with disability come along to meet others, learn new The University of Sydney to co-design a peer-
things, share information and support each other.  led approach to increasing awareness about 
When asked why they attend, one group member disaster risks and supporting tailored emergency 
said, “to share my personal lived experiences preparedness through peer support. Before that, 
and, in return, hear frsthand the personal stories QDN and their members had not been part of 
of others. It has been positive for me to hear from emergency preparedness conversations. Two years 
other people with disability who have had similar 

life experiences. Peer support groups make space 
on, QDN’s disability advocates are leaders in DIDRR. 

where I am able to be transparent, open, and 

honest about my disability.” QDN’s network of peer 

QDN has a pool of volunteer peer leaders who support is growing thanks their Emerging Leaders 

convene peer support groups of people with Program. 

disability in numerous cities and regional towns 

across Queensland. The networked connections 

QDN’s state-wide peer groups 

Twice per year, peer leaders meet together in 

Brisbane for leadership and skills development. 
of the peer leaders means that they can bring 

These workshops give the peer leaders an 
issues to QDN about the everyday barriers that 

opportunity to support each other on their 
people with disability experience. QDN uses this 

leadership journey as they build their knowledge 
information to inform their policy advocacy efforts 

and skills together. Their leadership mission is “to 
to remove the barriers to full participation of people 

inform, connect, lead, and infuence.” 
with disability in their communities. 

P-CEP Peer Leadership Program 

Queenslanders with Disability Network (QDN) Peer Leaders are people with disability, 

each with different support needs and life circumstances. Many identify as community 

leaders and disability advocates. QDN showed the power of peers leading person-

centred emergency preparedness and the contributions they made toward  disability 

inclusive disaster risk reduction in Queensland communities. 



Enabling preparedness through peer support and mentoring 

Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

Case Study 

Transformational Leadership Approach 

Queenslanders with Disability Network (QDN) Peer Transformational leaders stimulate and inspire those 

Leaders have been been helping others to learn they lead to achieve extraordinary outcomes while 

about Person-Centred Emergency Preparedness developing their own leadership capacity. QDN’s 

(P-CEP) through peer support groups and individual Director for Policy and Strategic Engagement, 

mentoring. Michelle Moss said, “acting as a role model and 

having high expectations are the exact qualities that QDN worked with a research team at The University 
we look for in emerging peer leaders.” 

Leadership (TL) theory to co-design what has QDN peer leaders inform, connect, lead and 

become known as the P-CEP Peer Leadership negotiate changes so that the people with disability 

Program. TL is a leadership style that goes beyond and their support needs are central to emergency 

self-interest with the aim of empowering and planning. When asked how they do this, Ms Moss 

inspiring others to higher levels of aspiration and replied, “They act as a role model by having a 

achievement. However, it starts with being a role P-CEP plan. They hold high expectations and 

model. Associate Professor Michelle Villeneuve inspire others to help them to make a plan too.” 

said, “TL is aligned with P-CEP, which focuses 

attention on strengths-based and person-led 

actions. It starts with what people can do for 

of Sydney. Together they applied Transformational 

Peer leaders took their lead from the group 
to ensure that emergency preparedness was 

themselves, what they need support for and how person-centred 
they manage that support every day. This is an 

Planning that takes place through peer support and 
important starting point in learning about disaster 

mentoring provides a rich opportunity for people 
risks and making an emergency plan.” Before 

to share tips that help others to match emergency 
inspiring emergency preparedness in others, it was 

preparedness to their support needs. It also opens 
important for each peer leader to go through their 

up space for people to share their worries and 
own process of making a plan that was tailored to 

concerns about disability and disaster. From the 
their support needs and also communicated with 

safety of the peer group, peer leaders said that their 
the people in their support network. 

 

Enabling Preparedness through Peer Support and Mentoring 

Peer Leaders used a transformational leadership approach to inspire person-centred 

emergency preparedness planning through peer support groups and individual 

mentoring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study 

Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

Hot Topics Peer Support Group 

Hot Topics Peer Support Groups are run by and for With support from Queenslanders with Disability 

people with intellectual disability. There are groups 

in Brisbane and the Gold Coast. Donna Best, a 

Network (QDN), Donna adapted the P-CEP 

Workbook to into a series of group activities 

long-term self-advocate with intellectual disability matched to each step of P-CEP. 

is the Convenor of the Brisbane Hot Topics group 

which has been running for 20 years. Step 1: Identify your strengths and support needs 

Donna has a long history of leadership and 
in everyday life 

advocacy that supports people with intellectual In the frst session, QDN photocopied and enlarged 

disability to have a better life. When Donna joined each element from the Capability Wheel. Pictures of 

the Person-Centred Emergency Preparedness Peer each element were placed on the wall. Each element 

Leadership program, she made a commitment was also copied onto a single sheet of paper. The 

to bring awareness and preparedness messages paper had a lot of white space for writing or drawing. 

to her group and enable her members to make 

personal emergency preparedness plans. 
During the discussion, members took turns 

identifying elements that were most important to 

With the support from the group’s membership, them, writing, and drawing key messages about 

Donna identifed emergency preparedness as a hot how they manage their health, access and use 

topic and set about co-designing group sessions transportation, care for their pets, etc. 

to engage her peers in making an emergency plan 

using the Person-Centred Emergency Preparedness Step 2. Know your level of emergency 

(P-CEP) Workbook. preparedness and learn about your disaster risk 

Every fortnight, Donna and six of the Hot Topics At this step, QDN supported Donna to invite the 

members came along. Some brought their Brisbane City Council Emergency Manager to 

support workers to join in the discussion. The come along. The group shared their experiences of 

support workers were helpful when facilitating disasters. The Emergency Manager shared Council 

group activities. They also helped by continuing resources using the large computer screen. 

the preparedness activities with the people they 

support outside of the group meetings. 

Hot Topics Peer Support Group 

Hot Topics is a peer group run by and for people with intellectual disability. They made 

emergency preparedness a hot topic. They learned and worked together to develop risk 

awareness and preparedness actions to increase personal safety in emergencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rockhampton’s Inclusive Risk Assessment 

Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

Case Study 

Rockhampton is the heart of the Fitzroy Basin, identify what assets a community has to protect 

Australia’s largest river system fowing to the them from disaster or contribute to more effective 

Great Barrier Reef. Surrounded by bushland, response and recovery when disasters happen. 

Rockhampton boasts the Berserker Ranges that Liz explained that “a risk assessment helps us to 

provides a scenic backdrop and spectacular views. navigate most likely, and worse case scenarios and 

With all this opportunity to explore the outdoors in 

Rockhampton, residents and visitors should know 
plan for it.” 

In 2020, Rockhampton Regional Council received 
about the risks they face from natural hazards such 

funding that helped them to implement the QERMF. 
as foods, storms and bushfres. 

The funding support enabled Council to enlist 
Rockhampton Regional Council has been working C3 Resilience to support the QERMF Risk 
with the community to increase awareness of and Assessment process. 
preparedness for disasters. Council’s Coordinator 

Liz said one of the really important things she 
Disaster Management, Liz Drumm said, “a big 

learned from engaging in the Risk Assessment was 
part of my role is making sure we have a Local 

that Rockhampton has a number of strengths that 
Disaster Management Plan and risk management 

could be used to support disaster managementstrategies in place that address the risks we face.” 
planning.” Liz pointed to food management asRecently, Rockhampton Regional Council undertook 
a core strength of Rockhampton’s existing risk a comprehensive emergency management 
management practices, which was highlightedassessment to help with that planning process. 
during the QERMF process. Another strength lies in Their aim was to apply the Queensland Emergency 
the networked links that Rockhampton Council hasRisk Management Framework (QERMF) to a 
forged since establishing their Disability Inclusive comprehensive risk assessment of their community. 
Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) Working Group in 

The QERMF is tool that supports the development 
early 2020.

and review of Local Disaster Management Plans. 
The DIDRR Working Group was formed when 

exposure, and community vulnerability. Under 

It works by identifying and understanding hazards, 
Rockhampton Regional Council got involved 

the doctrine provided by Disaster Management with the Disability Inclusive and Disaster Resilient 

Queensland, the QERMF process also helps to Communities project. 

Rockhampton’s Inclusive Risk Assessment 

Rockhampton Regional Council showed that there are parallels between personal 

emergency preparedness and community-level emergency management. Both require 

identifcation of capabilities and extra supports needed in emergencies. This is an 

important part of risk assessment and preparedness planning. 

Case Study 

Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction (DIDRR) in action 

Listening and learning from people with disability 

Known for its architectural heritage, Ipswich is an about Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction 

urban region in Southeast Queensland. Situated on 

the foodplains of both the Bremer and Brisbane 

(DIDRR). Forum participants learned directly from 

people with disability about the challenges they 

rivers, Ipswich is no stranger to fooding and has face before, during, and after disasters in Ipswich 

had its share of severe weather events; many in and surrounding communities. Reports were 

recent years. Ipswich is also at risk of other natural 

hazards including bushfre and heatwave. 

shared back to participating Councils and fndings 

from seven forums held in four Local Government 

Ipswich City Council is dedicated to making sure Areas were used to build the Queensland DIDRR 

that all residents are disaster-ready. In 2020, Framework and Toolkit. 

Ipswich City Council was recognised with a When the project team got started on Phase 

Resilient Australia Award for their animated video Two of the DIDRR project, Ipswich City Council 

series. The animations poke a bit of fun at our made a commitment to implement the DIDRR 

tendency to put off preparing and compel viewers 

to get ready today. Matthew Pinder, Emergency 

Framework. That started with a self-assessment 

process to examine their emergency management 

Management and Sustainability Manager was activities and a goal to make disaster risk reduction 

the driving force behind this novel approach that information, education and resources accessible 

engages while educating about the local disaster 

risks that Ipswich residents face. 

to everyone. Later that year, Kristie McKenna, 

Emergency Management Offcer, who was new to 

In 2019, Ipswich City Council partnered with her role, took a leadership role to achieve their goal. 

the Disability Inclusive and Disaster Resilient Kristie got started by listening to people with 

Communities project team. In May of 2019, Ipswich 

was host to two inclusive community engagement 

disability to understand the issues from their 

perspectives. Eighteen months later, Ipswich boasts 

forums that brought together people with disability, a long list of DIDRR actions that Kristie admits, “are 

community, health and disability service providers, 

emergency personnel, and government to learn 

actually easy for us to do and make a big difference 

for people with disability.” 

Listening and Learning from People with Disability 

Ipswich Council engaged in a series of action steps to increase disability inclusion in 

their emergency management planning processes and practice. The outcome was 

mutual learning and capacity building for all. 

This case study was produced as part of the Disability Inclusive and Disaster Resilient Queensland Project which was 

proudly supported by the Queensland Government through the Queensland Disaster Resilience Fund (QDRF) and the 

Department of Communities, Housing and Digital Economy. It was led by the Centre for Disability Research and Policy 

at the University of Sydney and conducted in partnership with the Queenslanders with Disability Network (QDN) and the 

Community Services Industry Alliance (CSIA) 
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